(MEN)STRUATION
AND OTHER UNSPEAKABLE THINGS
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the university has confirmed that it issued the
order to - no message was ever delivered - to
remove off-campus sites was misinterpreted as
BURN ALL on SITE - an order was never given, a
random ground patrol misinterpreted a post-it
note left by an anonymous source - the university
does not condone at all, it is a CONSPIRACY among
its ENEMIES - the exact general staff who were
to be fired anyway are all uniquely the ones
responsible - a random ground patrol unit
misinterpreted the detritus in their teacup and
the hissing of a burning shrubbery, viceroy
harloy denies any astral projection - it was done
by an unknown assailant whose magnetic aura was
invisible to cctv - the university apologies
unequivocally while making clear it had no
involvement - the university will set up a
working group in august to feedback test if the
students wanted the books burned - the book
burning never took place.

A Disjunctive Synthesis of Reproductive Futurity
and the Postfeminist Spectacle
Pictures of Venus abound, the modest figure of Botticelli’s male
libidinal fantasy; and on the highway, a thousand billboards of
women’s lingerie. Look decent, look proper, look beautiful; the
conservative roots of postfeminism sprout an obsession with
demarcating the respectable from the abject; woman as
dominated by wholeness. Furthermore, reproductive futurity, the
arrested eyes of the child who has seen their mother bleed
innumerable times without giving a fuck, used as an excuse to
return menstruation to the private sphere, silenced and shamed.
Like the breastfeeding debacle of decades passed, women’s bodies
circulate to the discourse of decency, a signifier that categorises
the cultured, well-doers of society, from those vulgar, “little boys”1
and “small children.”2 This infantilisation of revolt connotes a
whole set of denigration: a lack of intelligence, awareness,
restraint, but most importantly, class, for as one commenter put it
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https://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/otago-uni-destroying-magazines-was-mistake
https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/education/104138865/otago-university-critic-and-conscience-or-censor

“Such vulgarity is likely to deter more refined and sensitive young
people . . . and leave Otago with the dregs.”1 Menstruation as
bodily function collapses with the crude, vulgar earth, for the sake
of the an imagined civil Other, and the University’s profit-margin.
Propriety then, resides in wholeness, a classed and classifying
bodily schema, that disciplines women’s bodies into autophobic
rejection. Where the familial discourse paints menstruation as
obscene, as too much for display, the postfeminist discourse
elicits femininity to bare it all—as long as it remains beautiful.
Woman becomes an aesthetic performance, a regulation of flow to
the demands of the sign, historically congealed power of those
who own the means of communication—and trapped by this
reified construct, we lose the actual bodies of women.

—A Womb of One’s Own

CCTV Soliloquy
The return of the repressed
suppression of the returned repressed

7:00pm – elements – twilight, motion, embalming fluid
Silence, save the whir of sheet metal ventilation. Darkness- save for the

CCTV Monitor feeds softly emanating from every surface. The
proctor campus watch security anonymous

rogue staff

member squats in a perfectly enclosed, perfectly cubical room,
engaging in an hourly neck exercise – that enables the optimal circular
sweep of the disjointed feed of screens. His neck clicks – a sharp micro
pain - a moment of ecstatic mental misfiring that emblazons whichever
bored student body passes by the camera feed that microsecond onto
his retinas in disjointed visual orgy. There are no doors to THE CUBE.
Some wonder how The proctor campus watch security
anonymous rogue staff member survives without food or
bathroom – others say he emerged ex nihilo with THE CUBE itself.
Some say his power grows with every new camera placed.
He pirouettes his neck – faster, faster, softly grunting, trying to take in
the blur of bodies passing over the countless camera feeds. But this
week it doesn’t work. There is a Blot. An unsubsumable excess in the
imago’s. Among the numerous camera feeds lies the inert stand of the

Critic. On the Critic, the vision of a BLEEDING VAGINA,
repetitive, a motionless 2d Sigel body, interrupting the usual stream of

flowing bodies that dance by for his viewing pleasure. He tries to focus
on these – overalls, micro-skirts, denim casual. It’s no good. The
superflat BLEEDING VAGINA, the magazine cover, the
screen-in-a-screen, the mimesis of pixels that bares forth a real
infinitely more fanged than daily reality’s architecture, televisions,
paperwork. For the first time in years, The proctor campus watch
security anonymous rogue staff member ceases moving, and
closes his eyes.

7:01 – elements: early morning; half-cast daylight –
stillness – cylindrical coca cola.
It is no escape. With open eyes, the flow of input is controlled – to the
dreamer, images assail at their own volition. The eyelid a blank screen
infinitely more pregnant than any object. The Magazine asserts itself – a
cut in void. NO. He focuses elsewhere. Retreat. Retreat. The ARCHIVE.

MOTHER. Memories of MOTHER. MOTHER BAKING.
MOTHER on a nature WALK; MOTHER in her FROCK.
Borrowing mother’s frock. Ecstacy and shame. Footsteps approaching –
Hide in the Closet. Peaking unseen – Mother on bed. Mother grabs the

tampons. Unzips – The LIE of the Barbie doll; MOTHERS
BLEEDING VA- “NO” he screams out – but is assailed by screens. He
grabs the intercom. “All units!” They squeak a distorted reply. “SHUT IT
DOWN” he yells. “A WOMAN IS A BODY WITHOUT

PUNCTURES”. The voices squeak affirmations in panic and scuttle out.
Soon they are away. “A null topology,” he sobs. He remembers his days
with the boys of the force; chugging back cold ones, mumbling the
department liturgy in soft unison; “Mama never lost her phallus, mama
never lost her phallus…” He coils up, and dreams of an empty pink dress.

9:27 – elements: midnight, salt crystals, Klein bottle.

He awakes. A call squeaks through. A request from the Critic?
Someone has systematically stolen all of this week’s issue? He Stands.

He smells JUSTICE. A CRIME. YES. This is what he is born for. He
spins towards the screens, and with clasping fingers, grabs at countless
remotes. A siren blears in his mind; cars diverge as he thrusts
through traffic in pursuit. One with the street. With the trackpad, he
cycles through footage. Countless parallel histories spin at different
tempos; swirling air blasts that blend and collapse with the present. He
laughs- a pure laugh – he is flying –both in motion and eternal – with
every feed he is reborn a thousand times in unison. Then; freeze-frame,
enhance. He sees it. The moment the culprit strikes. There, on the
screen, simultaneously erasing the Critic from every stand at once – is

mother
in her Sunday pink. Her hands wipe over the magazine stand and they
are gone. He tries to reverse, but the footage gets // caught, and //
simply loops that moment; mama’s gentle caress. He turns off the
screens and sits in darkness. But – suddenly notices -right in front of
him, at his feet- a copy of the Critic. On its cover, a pixelated figure
reclined on a bed, and fore-fronted, on its thrusting crotch, exposed to
the audience, is his own face, spinning in ecstasy.
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Woman Unbound
Travels in the Hypercube

The proctor campus watch security anonymous rogue staff
member smiles at his freshly-pressed pants, stiff crotch
creased like the solid bodies of Roman gladiators striding the
midday sun. Ancient scents, bodily torque—DESCARTES,
KANT, LOCKE—I HAVE READ THE ANCIENT
MANUSCRIPTS OF MY FOREFATHERS. He descends into
the HYPERCUBE, latest technological development of the
MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL-COMPLEX, BILLION DOLLAR
INVESTMENT, STATE TERRORISM. Hard edges, long lines,
the rectilinear destiny of manifest enclosure. I as the
SOVEREIGN SUBJECT, the ONE, the PANOPTIC GAZE that
penetrates all OTHERS. ME! ME! ME!
But what is this? The proctor campus watch security
anonymous rogue staff member squints at his infinity screen.
The twelfth issue of Critic (2018)? He leans in, the creases
upon his crotch multiplying. Is that . . . A WOMAN? No!
Flashes of The Revolution Betrayed assail the proctor’s
campus watch security’s anonymous rogue staff member’s
mind. NO! He shirks back in fear, not only at the BLEEDING
VAGINA, but also, the thumbs up, the signifier of approval.

Unable to take his eyes off the MATERIAL SCENE, the
BODILY FLOW, the ORGANIC INTERPENTRABLE SUBJECT
of postmodernity as benign, the proctor campus watch
security anonymous rogue staff member screams.
After an hour of panting, he crawls limply out of the
HYPERCUBE. Th-that woman! He hisses, searching his neck
for the key to his drawer. Sh-she cannot—! WOMEN ARE
VIRGINAL! WOMEN ARE MOTHERLY! WOMEN ARE
ENCLOSED. NEED TO BE CLOSED. CLOSED CLOSED
CLOSED CLOSED—He pops open his drawer and the latest
issue of Women’s Weekly lands at his feet. He grasps it with
shaking fists, eyes darting between it and the Critic. The
complete woman the complete woman the
complete—Mother . . . MOTHER!
Gargh! The proctor campus watch security anonymous rogue
staff member falls back into the HYPERCUBE, activating
SELF-SURVEILLANCE mode with his flailing limbs. His chair
whirs into motion; a kaleidoscope of the Critic blossoms
before his eyes. THE FLOWING ORIFICE; THE WOMAN
UNBOUND. He screams, and the images scream with him,
spraying tears and snot across a fractal infinite. In a sudden
bout of insight, the proctor campus watch security
anonymous rogue staff member realises he is not looking at
the Critic. No—he has been looking at himself all along.

—This Censorship Which Is Not One

To be genderless is to degrade

says the nurse

peering-into the

inaccurate unseen
finding amusement in the void-cast-into-cast-out-of
This is not a ‘female’ problem rather

a physical force to be reckoned with

in whatever way the wielder chooses

as it is them

thrust

upon
Can we not laugh? To cry and laugh

the children mustn’t know how

we cry and laugh
children must remain ignorant to the thrust upon until the last
second
'Am I dying, mother?’

- the common anecdotal

‘no you are not dying my child, you have become REAL and
now the punishment begins'
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